A.R.M.S- IRON DRAGOONS

First came the last great war, a world-wide conflict that saw warfare redefined by the Automatic Robotic Mobility
System or ARMS, combat machines that could wield unbelievably powerful weapons and move at extreme speeds.
The ARMS could lay waste to entire cities, decimate armies or intercept nuclear missiles.
The war the left earth in ruins. Desperate for an end, humanities greatest minds worked to craft a new weapon, a
learning machine of ferocious intellect. The scientists asked this machine to end the war, and in its great wisdom the
Learning Machine found a solution by unleashing an army of robots that forced the remains of humanity into their
underground bunkers and floating cities. For a hundred years humanity lived in exile, but eventually their mechanical
wardens shut down, allowing people to once more colonies the surface of earth.
In order to protect their home cities, the various fragments of humanity reorganised and rebuild their ARMS
contingents, treating their pilots not as soldiers, but as nobles, the lords and ladies of the battlefield, protecting their
people from the dangers posed by their neighbours, raiders and the few Learning Machine weapons yet to deactivate
in the post-exile world.

BASIC RULES

you will need: A measuring tape, dice, ARMS models
and terrain. Optionally you may want tokens for
energy, heat and lock-on, as well as dice for heights
and damage.
Distances are measured in centimetres (CM).
measurements can only be made when you are
determining distance for an action you have
committed to making, for example when moving or
attacking, and you may not measure at any other time
(known as premeasuring).
This game used six-sided dice, also known as D6, for all
of its rolls. If a rule lets you re-roll a dice, you may roll
it again, but you may only re-roll each dice once.
The models used in the game are referenced to as
ARMS or Craft interchangeably.
ARMS have a combat profile made of three
component cards combined together. The three
components are Arms, Torso and Legs. The stats found
on the components are:
SPD: the speed values for the ARMS, split into walking,
boosting and flying.

ACU: accuracy, the score added to attack rolls
ENG: energy generation, the amount of energy points
the ARMS gets at the start of a turn.
HUL: Hull, the structural integrity of the machine,
reduced by enemy attacks.
Cost: the credit cost of the part, used when building
ARMS
Weight: the weight of the part. The component
weights are all added together for the purpose of
determining the ARMS total weight.
ARMS are modelled on a square base, which has an
arrow to mark the front of the machine. The square
base also helps determine the models arcs, which are
front, side and rear, and are primarily used when
preforming various manoeuvres and determining line
of sight.
An ARMS is a combat vehicle loaded with an array of
deadly weapons. Weapons have three specific
attributes.
R: range, the distance to a target for an attack, split
into short and long ranges.
FP: firepower, the number of dice rolled in an attack
roll.
C: cost, how many energy points are required to fire
the weapon.
Weapons and ARMS parts frequently have extra rules,
many of which can be found in the Traits section.
Some weapons do not have the standard weapon
attributes, instead providing some other kind of
benefit as described in the weapons text.

TURN SEQUENCE
During a turn there are three phases, the movement, combat and end phases. During each phase both players take it
in turns with their ARMS depending on weight value. If two players have ARMS that are tied in weight, then the player
with the initiative goes first. Initiative alternates between players each turn, and starts with the player who set up
first.
There are three phases during a turn: Energy, Movement, and Combat. Once all players completed all options
available to them during a phase, then proceed to the next phase in the sequence. Once the combat phase ends, then
play moves on to the next turn with the Energy phase.

ENERGY PHASE
During this phase all ARMS in play gain three energy
points. If these energy points would take the ARMS
over their energy value then the excess is lost.

OVERHEATING
If a model has no energy points at the start of this
phase, then it gains a heat token. At the end of the
energy phase roll a D6 for every heat token on the
ARMS, and on a result of a 1-2 the ARMS suffers one
point of damage.
A model with a heat token may spend any number of
energy points at any point during its movement or
combat phase to remove one heat token per energy
spent.
A model with a heat token can forfeit its movement or
combat actions to remove up to 3 heat tokens each
time.

may keep that elevation. Hovering costs one energy
point

WALK

The model can move up to its first movement value in
CM. When walking, a craft may stop and pivot as
many times as it wants, and may also pivot at the start
and end of the movement.
If a model chooses to walk while it has an elevation
greater than the terrain below it, or off the side of a
terrain feature, it drops to the ground, reducing its
elevation to 0.

BOOST
the model spends one energy point and can move up
to its second movement value in cm. it may rotate up
to 90º at the start of the movement but must retain
its facing afterwards, or may turn up to 90º after
moving. A boosting model may reduce its elevation by
1 or maintain it.

MOVEMENT PHASE
During the movement phase the players alternate
between the models starting with the highest weight
ARMS to the lowest.

BRACE
the model may not move but may pivot on the spot. If
a model in the air chooses to lockdown then it falls,
and reduces its elevation to 0. if the model moves for
any reason while in brace, such as falling due to a
destroyed building, then it looses the brace effect.
When a model is in brace, it preforms its attacks first
during the combat phase. If multiple models are in
lockdown, then alternate their activations, starting
with the player with initiative.

HOVER
the model may rotate on the spot but does not move
otherwise. A model with any level of elevation above 0

FLY
the model spends 2 energy points and can move up its
third movement value in inches to a point that is in its
front arc. While flying a model may make a single 45º
turn before it starts its movement. A flying model may
increase or decrease its elevation by one

COMBAT PHASE
During the combat phase an ARMS may attack any
target within line of sight. Depending on the type of
weapon being used the arcs of fire will change.
Secondary weapons can only target models that lay in
the attacking models front arc, while primary weapons
can target any model that lays in the front arc and
whichever side arc the weapon is mounted in, for
example if the weapon is mounted on the right arm,
then it can target models in the right arc. Support
weapons can target any model in the front or side
arcs.

When damage is done, reduce the ARMS total HUL by
the amount of damage caused. Once an ARMS has its
HUL reduced to 0, then it is defeated and removed
from the board.

OUTFLANKING

When an ARMS attacks a target while outside the
targets front arc, the attack roll gains +1 to hit. If the
attack is originating in the targets rear arc then the
attack instead gains +2 to hit

CLOSE QUARTERS
D
A

C
B

The Sulraki (A) cannot draw line of sight to the Apex
(B), due to it being outside its front arc, or the Helix
(D) due to it being behind a building, however the
Crucifix (C) can be easily seen perched atop a building.
To preform an attack, you must first choose a weapon
and spend the energy to use it, shown by the cost(C)
in the weapons profile. Then measure the distance
between the attacking model’s base and the target
model’s base. If the target is in range of the weapons,
then the attack can be made. An ARMS can attack with
either two primary weapons, two secondary weapons
or one of each. Support weapons can always be used
regardless of other weapons used.
When attacking, roll dice equal to the weapons
firepower value. An attack roll is modified by the firing
craft’s accuracy attribute and can be altered by other
factors, such as elevation or support gear. Firing at
long range (between the first and second range bands)
causes a -1 penalty to hit.
The score needed to hit the target is determined by
the distance the target moved, with every 5cm moved
increasing the difficulty by one;
0-4cm: 3+
5-9cm: 4+
10-14cm: 5+
15-19cm: 6+
20-24cm: 7+
25-29cm: 8+
30-34cm: 9+
35cm+: 10+

If an attacking ARMS is within 2cm of its target it is
said to be fighting in close quarters. Fighting in close
quarters is the only time a melee weapon can be used,
with all other weapons suffering a -2 to hit penalty.

OBSTRUCTIONS
Often the debris of war will get in the way of a
perfectly clear shot. Obstructions such as ruins or
trees can stop a killing blow from striking the target.
When firing, if at least some but less than 50% of the
targets base is covered by a ruin or forest that is at the
same elevation, then it is lightly obstructed and the
attack suffers -1 to hit. To check draw a line from any
point of the attacking models base to determine if the
target model is covered.
If the entirety of the target model’s base is covered by
obstructive terrain that is at the same elevation, then
the attack suffers -2 to hit.

EVADING
An ARMS can choose to evade when targeted but
before range is checked. To evade, spend one energy
point, this causes the attack roll to suffer a -1 penalty
to hit. You may evade once per attack, but you may
evade as many attacks as you have energy for.
Models in lockdown can choose to evade but this
action is cancels the effect of the lockdown.

TARGET LOCK
during the combat phase an ARMS can choose to
acquire a target lock on an enemy instead of firing
either a primary or secondary weapon.
place a target lock token next to a single non-friendly
ARMS that is line of sight and within 30cm. Each ARMS
may have a total of three target locks active at once.

When attacking a target, an ARMS may spend any
target locks it has on that target to gain +1 to the
attack roll for each target lock spent.

is still line of sight then target lock is maintained. If
line of sight it broken then remove the lock. An ARMS
only use the target locks it placed.

At the start of each combat phase check line of sight
to the ARMS you placed a target lock token on, if there

TERRAIN
the battlefields of the future are not always blank and empty expanses, but instead filled with a jumble of ruined
buildings and other debris. When creating a battlefield, 1:144 scale buildings and terrain is recommended but most
small-scale models will look right with the ARMS models.

OBSTRUCTIONS
Forests and small ruined buildings cannot fully hide a
full sized ARMS but can get in the way of movement
and combat.
Shooting through obstructions is covered by in the
attack section. Moving through an obstruction doubles
the cost of the movement, so each CM of movement
counts as two CM.

BUILDINGS
buildings are large solid blocks of concrete and metal
that block all lines of sight and fire, providing a safe
place to hide behind. buildings are usually described
by their height in elevations, and if an ARMS is on top
of a building, its elevation will then match the
buildings height, but for the purposes of actions and
other similar rules its considered to be at elevation 0.

the sulraki (left) cannot shoot the Crucifix (right)
because of the buildings between the two ARMS.

To measure the height of a building in elevation levels,
just divide its height in centimetres by 5, rounding
down. This means a building with a height of 23cm has
an elevation of 4.
Buildings always block line of sight between models if
both models have an elevation equal or below the
building’s elevation.
Buildings can be targeted and attacked as with enemy
craft. Buildings are hit by attacks on the roll of a 3+. A
buildings hull is equal to its height in elevation x3.

the sulrarki has now increased its elevation to four,
being higher than the building and allowing it to fire
on the crucifix.

BUILDING TEMPLATES

These are flat representations of buildings that don’t
have much in the way of 3D depth, normally made of
card. These building templates have their elevation
written on top of them, and block ling of sight as a
normal building would.

DANGEROUS TERRAIN
Dangerous terrain represents areas of the battlefield
that can cause severe damage to an ARMS.
If an ARMS ends its movement, or passes through, an
area of Dangerous terrain, it takes one point of
damage.

SETTING UP THE GAME
While you may now know how to play the game, you still need to learn the procedure for stating a game.

CREATING A TEAM
when you agree to a game, you must decide on a point limit, normally 50, 100 or 150 points. You must create your
ARMS’ so that the total cost of all your models is equal or less than the point limit.

GAME SIZE AND TEAM RESTRICTION
Depending on the size of the game there might be restrictions on the number of ARMS and Honours that the team can
take. The sizes increase the scale of the conflict from one on one fights through smaller boarder scuffles to large
conflicts that can tear apart cities.
Game Size
Duel
Encounter
Skirmish
Battle
War

Point Limit
No limit
50
100
150
200

ARMS limit
1
3
4
5
10

Honours limit
1
3
3
4
6

ARMS CREATION
To create your ARMS you must choose a Torso, Leg and arms, up to two primary weapons, up to two secondary
weapons and an optional support weapon. The total weight of all the components cannot exceed the load value of the
leg components. Add the total weight of the ARMS components and weapons, this is the ARMS weight.

SETTING UP THE BOARD
The average size for a play space is a one by one meter square, though you can alter the size of your battlefield if you
find you have less room or wish to use more terrain.

PLACING TERRAIN
Both players choose how much terrain they want to bring to the board and take it in turns to place the terrain until all
pieces of terrain are used up. When placing terrain try to concentrate on placing it in the centre of the board, leaving
about 6cm gaps between the pieces to allow for movement of the models.
When deciding how many pieces of terrain to place on the board, it’s a safe bet to include at least one building or
similar piece of terrain per ARMS involved in the game.

DEPLOYING ARMS
both player roll a D6, with whoever rolls highest choosing who deploys first. The player who is deploying first chooses
the board edge they want, measures 10cm from that board edge and may then place models within that deployment
zone.
The other player then measures their deployment zone on the side opposite the first player and then place their
models there. Once both players are satisfied with their deployment its time to start the first round. The player who
deploys first has initiative on the first turn.

WINNING THE GAME
Victory in games of Iron Dragoons is determined by which player has the most glory points at the end of the game.
Glory points represent the respect and fame the Iron Dragoon team has gathered, and how much they have helped
their city expand.
Every time you destroy one of your opponents ARMS, you gain one glory point. Additional glory points can be eared
from the honours you choose and any objectives of the mission. The winner of the game is the person with the most
glory points at the end of the tenth round, or after all of one teams ARMS are destroyed.

HONOURS
When the Iron Dragoons left the bunker cities after the great exile, they sought to follow in the path of their
predecessors and make a name for themselves. Honours represent the ways these fearsome pilots try to gain some
respect in the battlefield.
Before starting the game, the players choose the honours they want to take into the game. Depending on the size of
the game the number of honours you can take changes.
The honours you can choose from are:
Honour
Objective
Giantslayer
Score one glory point when you destroy an enemy ARMS with a craft that is lighter
Merciless
Score one glory point when you destroy an enemy ARMS with a craft that is heavier
rd
Untouchable
Score three glory points if all of your ARMS have received no damage by the end of the 3 round
Score one glory point at the end of a round in which none of your craft where hit by an attack or
Evasive
target locked.
Bloodthirsty
Score two glory points if you damage all opposing ARMS by the end of round 2.
Bounty hunter
Score one extra glory point if you destroy an ARMS with a total cost of 40mil or more
Master Swordsman
Score one extra glory point if you destroy an ARMS with a melee weapon
Score one extra glory point if you destroy an ARMS with a craft that is not in line of sight of any
Unseen striker
enemy ARMS
Score one extra glory point for destroying an ARMS that is flying with another craft that is also
Dogfighter
flying
Holders of the Line
Score one point at the end of every turn if your ARMS are the only craft in your deployment zone
Score one point at the end of every turn if your ARMS are the only craft in your enemies
Invader
deployment zone
Pirate
Score two extra glory points if you destroy two opponent ARMS in a single round
Illuminator
Score an extra glory point for destroying an enemy ARMS with a laser weapon
Demolisher
Score one glory point for each building you destroy
Last stand
Score three points if all your ARMS are destroyed
Choose one of your ARMS to be your mighty hero. You gain 3 glory points if this model survives.
Mighty hero
If it is destroyed your opponent gains 3 glory points.

TRAITS
The following are common traits that appear on many ARMS and weapon cards. Some ARMS have multiple of the
same traits thanks to the components they are made from, and in this situation you only apply the trait once.

AIRBORN

BULKY

Lightened frames, powerful boosters and even large
wings allow some ARMS to fly far more efficiently than
then is normal for terrestrial combat.

Some equipment is so large that an ARMS struggles to
hold it all in an efficient manner.

Flying and hovering costs one less point of energy, but
this ARMS cannot make slam moves.

ARCING FIRE
Munitions launched high into the air allow pilots to
attacking from unexpected angles.

This weapon takes up an additional secondary weapon
slot.

INTEGRATED WEAPON
This part provides the ARMS with a set of built in
weapons, shown in the trait section of the part.

When firing this weapon, you may target a model that
is not in line of sight of the firing craft.

Arm parts with integrated weapons cannot have
primary weapons, and a torso with integrated
weapons cannot have secondary weapons.

BLAST

CANNON

Some weapons have explosive payloads or hit with
such force that components are torn to shreds. Even
those shots that miss might still hit other targets.

This weapon can only be fired by ARMS that has
braced.

Attack rolls of 6 allow you to roll another attack dice. If
there is any dice that miss the target, randomly select
a model (either ARMS or Building) within 5cm of the
target, if there are no targets within 5cm then ignore
the extra additional step. Make an attack roll against
the selected target with a firepower equal to the
number of missed dice.

BLAZE
Weapons with this trait fire great gouts of flame or
incendiary gel.

FULL AUTO
Some weapons fire so many bullets that there is hardly
a break in the torrent of projectiles, allowing the wave
of munitions to be swept between multiple targets.
When targeting a model you may split the attack dice
from this weapon across any enemy models within
5cm of the first targeted model.

HEAVYWEIGHT
Evading, flying, boosting, jumping and hovering cost
+1 energy. However all slam attacks from this ARMS
gains +1 to hit.

Models hit with weapons that have the blaze trait gain
a blaze token.
ARMS with a blaze token gain one heat token at the
start of the energy phase for every blaze token it has.
Blaze tokens can be removed in place of heat tokens.
Terrain with blaze tokens become dangerous terrain.

POINT BLANK
When firing this weapon a model ignores the penality
to attack rolls for being in close quarters.

INACCURATE
Some weapons swing wildly and unpredictably thanks
to their recoil.
This weapon does not have its attack roll modified by
the ARMS ACU value.

LASER
Pulsed beams of energy from laser weapons move at
the speed of light, making them unavoidable.

REVERSE JOINTS

ARMS cannot evade attacks from this weapon.

This ARMS can preform a jump movement without
spending an energy point.

MISSILE
this weapons attack rolls gain +1 against targets on a
higher elevation.

STAGGERING
Some weapons have such incredible stopping power
that those hit with them can be knocked off their feet.
When model is hit by a weapon with this trait and the
attack roll contains a 6, the target must forfeit its
movement in the next round.

PRECISION
Sniper rifles and other high accuracy weapons area
well suited to targeting an opponents vital
components and disabling them with carefully placed
shots.

TANK LEGS
This ARMS cannot jump or climb, but ignores the
cannon trait when firing weapon.

Attack rolls of 6 cause one additional point of damage

GRAPPLE
QUADRUPED LEGS
Many weapons require a greater level of stability to be
used effectively, and by modifying the leg structure of
an ARMS to give them four legs allows for the greater
stability.
This ARMS gains +1 to attack rolls when firing
weapons after bracing.

If attacking a building or heavier ARMS- move the
attacker directly towards the target by 5cm for every
hit. If the target is of equal or lighter weight then
move it by 5cm for every hit.

QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE
This guide can help you quickly refer to the basic rules of IRON DRAGOONS to help your first few games move faster.

STARTING THE GAME
•

Roll off to determine table edges and set up 10cm from the edge of the board.

ENERGY PHASE
•
•

ARMS gain energy points up to their starting total
ARMS starting the phase with no energy gains a heat token

MOVEMENT PHASE
Starting from the heaviest ARMS and going down to the lightest, make sure all ARMS choose a movement rate
• Brace- 360º pivot only, but fires first in the combat phase.
• Walk- first movement value, 360º pivot at any point.
• Boost- second movement value, 90º pivot at one point, one energy.
• Fly- thirst movement value, 45º pivot at start, two energy
• Jump- increase your ARMS elevation by one while at elevation zero, one energy
• Hover- maintain elevation with a 360º pivot, one energy

COMBAT PHASE
Start from lowest weight ARMS and go in ascending order until all ARMS complete their actions.
• To attack, choose target, determine distance and roll a D6 to determine how many points of damage are
done
• The distance moved by target determines chance to hit, starting at 3+ and increasing by one for every 5cm
moved in the last movement phase.
• The attack roll can get a bonus or penalty depending on certain situations
Bonus
The ARMS accuracy
+ACU
Attacking from outside the targets front arc
+1
Penalty
Attacking at the weapons long range band
-1
Target is partially covered by obstacles
-1
Target is totally covered by obstacles
-2
Target evaded
-1
• ARMS can use two primary or secondary weapons + one support weapon per combat phase
• ARMS can forgo using a weapon to place a target lock on an opponent instead. Target lock is maintained as
long as the ARMS has line of sight to the target.

WINNING THE GAME
The player who gains the most glory points by the end of the fifth round wins the game. Players gain one glory point
for destroying an enemy model and gain additional glory points via the various honours chosen before the game.

ADVANCED RULES

These rules are extra rules to take your game of Iron Dragoons to the next level. These rules combined with the basic
rules give you the complete game of Iron Dragoons. It is recommended that you play a couple of games using the
basic rules before moving onto these rules.

ADVANCED MOVEMENT
These rules cover the extra methods of movement available to ARMS when using the advanced rules.

CLIMB

If an ARMS comes within 2cm of a building during its
movement, or starts its movement within 2cm of a
building, it may climb. To climb, place the model so its
front arc is in contact with the building, then spend
any number of energy points, increasing the ARMS
elevation by one for every energy point spent.
At any point an ARMS may continue its movement
from whatever point of the building it is on. If the
ARMS hadn’t started moving then it may then choose
a movement rate, other than Lock Down, and preform
that.

in order to get to the top of the building via climbing
the Sulraki had to spend three points of energy to get
to the top of the elevation 3 building.

SLAM
A slam can be declared whenever a player moves their
ARMS’ front arc into base contact with an enemy
model. Immediately after declaring the charge the
changing model makes a charge attack.
If a model is equipped with a melee weapon it may
use that weapon to make the charge attack, otherwise
its charge attack costs no energy and has a base FP of
one. The FP of a charge attack is increased by 1 for
every 5cm moved before making the charge.
The attack dice for this attack will hit on a 4+
regardless of how far the target moved and any
modifiers for accuracy.

FALLING DAMAGE
If an ARMS drop more than one elevation and ends on
the ground or the top of a building then it is at risk of
falling damage.
Roll a D6 for every level of elevation fallen after the
first, adding +1 to the dice roll if the ARMS is over 30
tons, and +2 if it is over 40 tons. For every 5+ the
target model suffers one point of damage.

HANG
If a model in base contact with a building and at an
elevation greater than one it may hang onto the
building. The ARMS can rotate on the spot and
maintains its elevation, but otherwise doesn’t move.

ADVANCED COMBAT
These rules add extra depth to the combat system.

TARGET LOCK EXTRA RULES
During an attack roll, you may spend any number of target locks that are on the target to provide one of the below
benefits. You may only apply a benefit once per attack roll.
• gain +1 to the attack rolls
• reroll a single dice
• add an extra dice to attack rolls with precision weapons
• reroll all rolls of 1 when firing missile weapons
fire a cannon weapon even if the firing model walked in the previous movement phase.
If an ARMS is targeted by an enemy it has a target lock on then it may spend a target lock to reduce the enemies
attack rolls by 1.

MISSIONS
Missions are ways of playing the game that alter how the game is played and won. Missions provide the option to
allow players who are familiar with the basic game type to introduce more variety to their games.
Board set up: any special placements for buildings, objectives and the areas players can place their models.
Deployment: specifies any special rules for setting up models.
Objective: how you score glory points, or alternative ways to win the game.

MISSION 1: CAPTURE AND CONTROL
Two teams of ARMS pilots are sent out to take hold of a number of facilities for two competing cities, naturally only
one team can come out on top and secure the resources.
Board set up: place four objective buildings within 10 cm of the centre of the board and within 20cm of each other.
These buildings should have an elevation of at least 2. You may then set up other terrain as normal.
Deployment: deployment is as normal.
Objective: at the start of every turn, each player scores one point for every model they have within 5 cm of one of the
objective buildings. Players gains two glory points for each model within 5cm an objective building if there is no
opposing models within 5cm of that building.

MISSION 2: DUEL OF HONOUR
Two pilots agree to settle a score in the ways of the knights of old, a one on one fight in their craft, the looser risking
death, but only truly fearing the dishonour of failure.
Board set up: as normal
Deployment: as normal
Objective: both players can only use a single model in this game. The winner is the player with the most Glory points
at the end of the game. As befitting the noble status of the combatants, the glory points are earned by acting
honourably in the duel.
Honour
Each attack roll that results in at least one hit
Attacking a target with a Melee weapon
Destroying you opponent
Surviving a turn while under 25% hull points
Attacking while outside line of sight

Glory points
+1
+1
+3
+1 per turn
-1

Attacking from greater than 40cm away

-1

MISSION 3: ESCORT
Vital resources have been captured from the field and are being transported by trucks being protected by an ARMS
escort, but an enemy force is moving in to capture or destroy the resources.
Board set up: terrain is set up as normal. The defenders deployment zone is 10cm from their board edge. The
attackers deployment zones are the 10cm from the board edges adjacent to the defenders board edge.
Deployment: one player is a defender and one player is an attacker. The defending player chooses their board edge
first and places 5 truck markers within 10cm of their board edge. The attacking player then deploys their models in
their deployment zone at least 15cm from any placed truck markers. The defending player then places their models
within their deployment zone at least 10cm from any enemy models.
Objective: the victory condition is based around the five truck markers. Truck markers move 15 cm each turn and have
5 hull points. A truck can escape the board from the edge opposite the defenders board edge. Every truck that
escapes the board earns the defending player one point. Every truck that is destroyed earns the attacking player one
glory point.

MISSION 4: SUNKEN CITY
The conflict between two houses has come to blows in the sunken city, an area flooded by dislocated oceans and
reduced to a war-torn forest of broken buildings.
Board set up: Both players take it in turns to place up to 12 buildings on the battlefield, nor more than 15cm from
another building. The players roll off to determine who sets up first, the player who wins placing 4 buildings in their
deployment zone and then the other player does the same. All parts of the battlefield that are not buildings are
treated as deep water.
Deployment: deployment zones are 15cm from two opposite board edges.
Objectives: the winning player is determined by glory points.
Water hazard: models cannot walk into deep water, and if a model starts their movement on deep water it must
boost, fly, and hover. If a model cannot boost, fly or hover while over deep water, then it is immediately destroyed.

MISSION 5: DOMINATION
For years after the exile started, numerus A scattering of vital resources litters the battlefield and both sides of the
conflict are rushing to obtain them for themselves.
Board set up: place up to 12 buildings on the battlefield. After all buildings are place the players alternate in placing
three objective markers each, making sure the markers are no closer than 20cm to each other.
Deployment: deployment is as normal
Objectives: this game type uses honours, in addition at the end of each round one glory point is gained by each player
for every ARMS they have within 5cm of an objective marker that has no opponent craft within 5cm of it. If you
destroy an opponent ARMS that is within 5cm of an objective marker then you gain an additional glory point.

MISSION 6: ORBITAL ASSUALT
The enormous space elevators that took pre-exile humans to the near orbit stations that ringed the planet. In the
decades of war and the century of exile many of these stations where abandoned or destroyed from enemy actions,
but exist now as a debris field of valuable resources. The factions able to operate the few remaining space elevators
often find themselves doing battle with other salvage crews or the residents of the few stations that where turned
into orbital bunker cities.

